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Fall Quiz: 7 Multiple Choice Trivia Questions with Answers

  

  1. Which month is the calendar autumn in the Southern Hemisphere?

March

February

September

2. Which months in the Irish calendar, which is based on ancient Celtic traditions. are considered autumnal?

August, September, October

September, October, November

October, November, December
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3. Which fall event is Thanksgiving associated with in the United States?

with the fall of the leaves

with the harvest

with a cold snap

4. What attracts large numbers of tourists to Eastern Canada in the fall?

rocky mountains

the bright colors of the autumn leaves.

cowboys

5. Which natural phenomena are most common in the fall?

thunderstorm, heavy rain

fog, hoarfrost

dust storms, heat

6. Autumn is a transitional season between?

winter and spring

summer and winter

spring and summer

7. When does astronomical autumn come?

later than calendar autumn

earlier than calendar autumn

at the same time as calendar autumn
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Fall Quiz: 7 Multiple Choice Trivia Questions with Answers

Right answers

  1. Which month is the calendar autumn in the Southern Hemisphere?
  March
  2. Which months in the Irish calendar, which is based on ancient Celtic traditions. are considered
autumnal?
  August, September, October
  3. Which fall event is Thanksgiving associated with in the United States?
  with the harvest
  4. What attracts large numbers of tourists to Eastern Canada in the fall?
  the bright colors of the autumn leaves.
  5. Which natural phenomena are most common in the fall?
  fog, hoarfrost
  6. Autumn is a transitional season between?
  summer and winter
  7. When does astronomical autumn come?
  later than calendar autumn
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